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        FLUTES

      

      
        
          With over 100 different models in store, our aim is to assist you with choosing the perfect flute that both captivates AND enhances your own personal sound.
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        PICCOLOS

      

      
        
          A good piccolo belongs in every flute player's arsenal. Whether it’s your very first student piccolo or a professional model fit for a symphony orchestra, your perfect piccolo can be found here.
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        ACCESSORIES

      

      
        
          We stock a range of accessories that help you to look after your instrument and to improve its ergonomics, as well as some beautiful cases and bags from all around the world. 
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        LOW FLUTES

      

      
        
          Flutes and piccolos always take all the attention but their bigger siblings are now demanding to be heard! People are increasingly adding alto, bass and even lower flutes into their collection to become more versatile musicians.
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        HEADJOINTS

      

      
        
          If you love your flute but need a fresh sound, start your search here and hear the difference a new headjoint can make!
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  Finding the right flute for you
Everyone is unique and deserves an instrument that matches them.
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  AFTER-PURCHASE CARE
At FLUTES & FLUTISTS, we strongly believe that when you purchase an instrument from us, our relationship is only just beginning and we want to make sure that your instrument is cared for by the most qualified Flute Specialist Technicians, so you can have absolute peace of mind.
This is why we include a complimentary Clean, Oil & Adjustment (COA) and UNLIMITED Checkups & Adjustments with every brand new instrument purchase for the first twelve months. Pre-Owned instruments receive three months of UNLIMITED Checkups & Adjustments.
To find out what is involved with a complimentary COA, please click on the link below.
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                STUDENT FLUTE GUARANTEES



              

              
                A good student flute is essential to starting a player's musical journey on the right foot. It helps the student develop a good technique and works with, rather than against them. They will not display the frustrating and potentially discouraging problems that will surely emerge on a poorly made instrument. These can also become very expensive, if not impossible to maintain.
We do understand though that a good student flute can sometimes be a significant investment, not to mention a risky one if the student is unsure if they will continue beyond the initiation stage. That is why we have created the Guaranteed Buy-Back and Guaranteed Trade-Up plans, to provide you peace of mind and more value.
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  HUMM INTEREST FREE
We are proud to partner with Humm to offer our clients more flexibility with payments, allowing them to walk away with their new instrument without having to save up for a long time beforehand!
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  Sheet Music
For the biggest range of flute sheet music in Australia, we recommend SYRINX MUSIC.
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   Our Brands
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  JOIN OUR FLUTE COMMUNITY
Receive information on flutes, news and events and be inspired by our world-wide flute network!
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      Thank you for signing up! We hope you enjoy our next newsletter.
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